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Abstract

which might still be intact and recoverable. This paper explores changing this fail-stop behavior to allow for the system to heal itself, at least partially, in order to prevent loss
of user data.
Our goal is to recover an operating system (OS) transparently to user applications after an internal failure. In this
paper, we present and evaluate a set of error detection and
recovery techniques that can be used to provide self-healing
support to an OS.
Several approaches may be used to detect OS errors.
Some errors in an OS are detected and signaled [2] by the
processor. Processor exceptions normally signal errors such
as incorrect memory alignment, invalid opcodes and virtual
memory access control violations. These errors can be due
to hardware or software faults. OS errors such as entering infinite loops with interrupts disabled result in the system continuing to run without performing any useful work.
Such lockup errors can only be detected using external hardware such as watchdog timers. Lockup causing bugs also
occur often in OS code. More than 30% of the bugs in
Linux discovered by Chou et al. [10] were bugs that could
potentially cause a lockup.
Increased developer control over error handling using
language supported exception handling, code reloading, OS
component isolation, component micro-reboots, automatic
system service restarts, watchdog based recovery and transactional components allow an OS to recover from a wide
variety of errors. A process-level recovery approach which
recovers individual user process state can be used as a last
resort when all other attempts at transparent recovery fail. A
classification of the error management techniques described
in this paper is shown in figure 1.
Is the state of the system correct after recovering from an
OS error? Some types of errors are simple, easily detected
and fixed by techniques such as code reloading. The system is restored to a correct state in these cases. Because of
the nature of some complex errors, and unknown extents of
error propagation, it is not possible to guarantee correctness of the system after recovering from them. But this

User applications and data in volatile memory are usually lost when an operating system crashes because of errors caused by either hardware or software faults. This
is because most operating systems are designed to stop
working when some internal errors are detected despite
the possibility that user data and applications might still
be intact and recoverable. Techniques like exception handling, code reloading, operating system component isolation, micro-rebooting, automatic system service restarts,
watchdog timer based recovery and transactional components can be applied to attempt self-healing of an operating
system from a wide variety of errors. Fault injection experiments show that these techniques can be used to continue
running user applications after transparently recovering the
operating system in a large percentage of cases. In cases
where transparent recovery is not possible, individual process recovery can be attempted as a last resort.

1 Introduction
The reliability of computer systems is an increasingly
important issue in the modern world. Complex computer
systems govern most of our daily lives. The operating systems that manage critical applications on these computers
need to cope with a growing number of software bugs, malicious attacks and hardware faults. Resilience to errors
is an important requirement of modern operating systems.
The serious nature of this problem has fueled significant
amounts of recent research [33, 32, 34].
When most operating systems encounter critical errors in
hardware or software, they immediately stop operation, resulting in a loss of currently running user applications and
data. Windows blue screen errors [5] and kernel panics in
UNIX systems are well known examples of such behavior. We argue that this is unacceptable because the user
is only concerned with applications and associated data,
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we describe error signaling in Choices using exceptions and the component isolation support for error confinement. Section 3 presents the techniques we have explored for OS error detection and recovery. We evaluate
some of these techniques in section 4. We discuss related
work in section 5 and conclude in section 6. This paper is
an extended version of an internal technical report [11].

should not be a deterrent to attempting recovery. For example, in the Linux kernel, an error condition known as an
“Oops” is usually resolved by terminating the process that
encountered the error. An “Oops” error only halts the system by causing a kernel panic if the error occurred when
an interrupt was being serviced. The Linux kernel thus assumes process-level fault containment. This is not enforced
within the kernel and may not always be true. Our recovery techniques make similar reasonable assumptions about
errors and only recover correctly for the fault models they
are designed to handle. Nevertheless, after recovering from
an error, we advocate notification to the user that the system
might be unstable and should be restarted after saving work.
Our research is currently targeted at the reliability of operating systems that power mobile cellular devices. Our
ideas have been implemented on prototype cellphone hardware based on the ARM architecture; however, our recovery
solutions are not architecture specific and are generic and
widely applicable. We have implemented and evaluated our
recovery techniques in the Choices objected-oriented research OS [7]. We have also implemented watchdog based
recovery and process-level recovery in Linux.
Information about our research into exception handling,
automatic restarts, micro-reboots and watchdog recovery
can also be found in previously published work [13, 12] and
we only briefly discuss these topics. Our new contributions
in this paper include

2 Error Signaling and Confinement
2.1

Exception handling

Exception handling is commonly used to signal error
conditions in application code. The use of exception handling has also been explored in the Linux kernel [19]. This
provides the ability to raise and handle C++ exception objects within the OS. In addition to supporting standard C++
exceptions, Choices has support for mapping processor exceptions to C++ language exceptions [13]. This allows
system developers to write code to handle errors like null
pointer dereferences and illegal opcodes in the OS using
the C++ “catch” construct. Converting processor exceptions
into language exceptions and allowing them to be handled
by system code results in a uniform framework for error
signaling. This provides developers a flexible and powerful
technique to manage errors. Instead of providing generic
handlers that just print out an error message and halt the
system, local exception handlers can provide a more appropriate response and attempt to recover the system.
Performance concerns are no longer an issue when using
exception handling. Our previous research has shown that if
the compiler implements exception handling using modern
table-based techniques instead of older context saving techniques, there is no noticeable impact on performance [13].
The need for the compiler to store exception dispatching
tables results in some space overhead. But with the large
amount of memory available in modern systems, this is not
a significant concern either.

1. A survey of techniques that can be applied to provide
self-healing functionality to an OS and the corresponding fault models that they address.
2. Exploring the use of code-reloading as a reactive recovery strategy when errors are detected in OS code.
3. Exploring transactional objects and exception handling
as a mechanism to roll-back erroneous state within OS
components.
4. Outlining individual process checkpointing and
restoration as a last resort when all other recovery
approaches fail.
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3 Error Detection and Recovery
2.2

3.1

Component isolation

Code reloading

Transient memory faults (bit-flips) or memory corruption because of faulty code can cause errors such as invalid
instructions in system code. While ECC memory can help
detect and fix some transient hardware bit-flip errors, it cannot handle memory corruption errors caused by incorrect
program execution.
Code reloading is a simple and effective technique that
can be used to fix such errors in OS code. The recovery strategy involves reloading the erroneous memory word
from stable storage such as disk or other non-volatile memory such as flash. If the error is permanent (this can be discovered by testing), it might still be possible to recover by
remapping the affected hardware page using virtual memory support.
In Choices, if the processor signals an undefined instruction exception, the handler reloads the instruction from a
copy of the code in memory-mapped flash storage and the
newly loaded instruction is executed. This recovery strategy
is simple to implement; but, it cannot detect memory corruption that results in an opcode changing to another valid
opcode.
Periodic code checking can be used to improve detection of memory faults. Hashing and checksums can easily be used to verify signatures of running code and trigger a reload if a fault is detected. This is a preemptive approach and can detect faults before they cause errors. This
approach can also detect memory faults that cause an opcode to change to another valid opcode. Choices computes
periodic CRC-32 checksums of critical kernel code and ensures that instruction memory has not been corrupted. If the
checksum changes due to memory corruption, the affected
memory block is reloaded from flash. The instruction cache
is then flushed to ensure that any cached corrupted instructions are discarded. A code checksum may also be performed immediately after an OS error is detected in order
to ensure that system and recovery code is intact.
Recent ARM based microprocessor designs [22] for mobile phones include Run Time Integrity Checker (RTIC)

Component isolation helps contain the propagation of an
error. If the error is contained within a component, recovery
can be targeted toward the affected component. This technique has been investigated for monolithic operating systems by the Nooks project [33, 32] using virtual memory
based isolation and by the OKE project [6] using a safety
enforcing trusted C compiler. This property is inherent for
micro-kernel operating systems such as Minix3 [20] and
L4 [23].
We have implemented support for component isolation
using virtual memory protection in Choices. Isolated components are provided with read-write access to defined
memory regions which include a private stack and a private
heap. If the component encapsulates a device driver, it is additionally granted access to its associated memory-mapped
hardware. The rest of the kernel is marked read-only and is
therefore protected from corruption caused by errors in the
component. Unlike the Nooks approach, we execute isolated components in a reduced processor privilege mode for
increased effectiveness.
Components are encapsulated by classes in Choices and
our implementation uses wrapper objects to manage switching in and out of isolation mode during a method call on an
isolated component. This is is illustrated in figure 2. This
minimizes the code that needs to be changed in the components. Wrapper classes use multiple inheritance; they inherit generic isolation code from a wrapper base class for
code reuse and they also inherit from the wrapped class
in order to impersonate it to the rest of the OS. Exception
handling also works with isolated components. Wrappers
catch all unhandled exceptions in isolated components and
re-raise them in the domains of callers if component recovery fails.
We have implemented component isolation for several
drivers in Choices. The console driver in Choices has been
replaced with a wrapper that provides isolation and delegates work to the real console driver. This required no
3

hardware which can be configured by the OS to periodically compute and verify SHA-1 hashes of specified code
sections. Any error that is detected is communicated to the
processor through an interrupt. This design significantly reduces the performance cost of performing periodic checksums as the external hardware only utilizes the memory bus
when it is idle. We do not currently have access to this latest
hardware and are therefore constrained to work with checksums performed by the processor.
A similar checksum verification approach can be used to
check for the integrity of static data. It is difficult to check
the integrity of pages containing changing data. This would
require semantic knowledge about the data and therefore require checker routines written by the OS developers. The
EROS system [29] uses such an approach to verify the consistency of periodic system-wide checkpoints. We are currently exploring similar support with Choices.
A limitation of this technique is that it cannot be transparently applied to code that is generated at run-time or selfmodifying code. In these cases, special care needs to be
taken to ensure that a copy of the generated code is saved to
stable storage.

In micro-kernel operating systems, this essentially involves detecting and restarting failed system services which
are run as user processes. For example, in Minix3, this job
is performed by the reincarnation server [34]. In Choices,
a system process can be created so that it is automatically
restarted if it encounters an unhandled exception.
The process dispatcher is a special system process that
loops continuously waiting for a ready process and yields
to the new process. If the process dispatcher crashes, the
system is rendered unusable. Therefore, in Choices the process dispatcher is implemented as a restartable process that
is always recovered if it crashes.
Simple process restarts may not always work if the process uses locks to access shared data structures. This happens when the process dies when holding one or more locks.
Assuming that the shared data structures are not corrupted
or that they can be checked for correctness and fixed [15],
system recovery is only possible if all held locks are released. For this reason, Choices tracks all locks held by a
process and forcibly releases any held locks when a process
is terminated. We have also implemented lock tracking and
forced unlocking for some types of Linux locks.

3.2

3.4

Component micro-rebooting

External hardware watchdog timers are used to detect errors where the OS is not performing any useful work and is
in an infinite loop. A watchdog timer has to be periodically
reset (kicked) by the OS and will signal the processor (bite)
if the timer expires. Watchdog timers are normally wired to
the reset pin on the processor and cause a full reboot of the
system for recovery. Unfortunately, a reboot of the system
results in a loss of user data and applications currently in
memory.
By taking advantage of the fact that volatile memory is
still preserved after a processor reset, we can reconstruct
both OS and user state and continue to execute even after
the reset. This novel approach avoids complete loss of user
data and results in increased reliability.
We have implemented watchdog-based recovery in both
Linux and Choices [12]. When the watchdog bites, the processor, the memory management unit (MMU) and interrupt
subsystem are reset. Our modified reset handler skips the
normal boot sequence if the reset is initiated by a watchdog timer. The handler turns the MMU back on, deactivates
the process that was running when the reset was issued, reinitializes the interrupts and jumps to the operating system’s
process dispatch loop, which picks up the next ready process and runs it. The only information that is lost is the state
of the process that was running when the processor was reset. This process cannot be scheduled again and is removed
from the process queue. We have also explored resolution
of the lockup condition by delivering an exception to the

Micro-reboot has been shown to be an effective recovery technique for application programs [8]. Applying this
technique to operating systems is also feasible and can help
recover from transient hardware faults and some software
bugs. In the Nooks project, micro-reboots in the form
of extension restarts were originally used to recover the
Linux kernel. In Choices, a micro-reboot involves reinitializing the affected component or destroying and re-creating
it and then retrying the request to the component. Microrebooting in Choices is supported by the exception handling framework. While code reloading only fixes errors in
processor instructions, a micro-reboot fixes errors in kernel
data structures. Micro-reboots work together with isolated
components and the wrapper objects that provide isolation
are also used to manage recovery.
The fault model addressed by this technique is component level fault containment which can be partially enforced
by component isolation.

3.3

Watchdog-based recovery

Automatic service restarts

When a critical OS service such as the paging daemon
fails, it grinds the system to a halt. If the failure of such an
important process is detected, a simple restart of the service
may ensure the continued operation of the OS. The fault
model addressed by this technique is single process failure
with no external state corruption.
4

locked up thread. This allows for the thread to attempt local
recovery instead of being forcibly terminated.
The fault model assumed by this technique is also single
process failure with no external state corruption. Watchdog
recovery makes use of the lock tracking code described in
the previous section to release shared resources held by the
process that is deactivated.
Deadlocks are a special type of lockups that can also trigger a watchdog timeout. Cycle detection in resource waitfor graphs can help reduce deadlock error detection latency.
This support is expected to be added to Choices soon. Recovery may be attempted by restarting some components in
order to break cycles in the graph.

3.5

The fault model addressed by this approach is arbitrary
memory corruption within an OS component that is detected and signaled by an exception before a transaction on
the component commits.

3.6

Process-level recovery

If transparent recovery is not possible, or if the recovery process itself encounters errors, individual process state
can be saved to stable storage as a last resort. After user
processes are saved, a normal full reboot may be attempted
and the state of the processes can be selectively restored on
the computer. All OS state is re-initialized after the reboot,
potentially eliminating transient errors.
This technique ensures that all user application state is
not lost when the error only affects a few applications or
irrelevant OS state. This can also be combined with filesystem snapshots to ensure that file integrity is not compromised after recovery by continuing to run user processes
that may have errors.
This only requires minimal support from the OS: a functioning non-volatile storage driver and user process state
management code. These can be reloaded from stable storage if their integrity is in doubt. This can be easily implemented in Linux with process state checkpointing software [27, 18]. We have included support from the CRAK
project [36] for checkpointing all user processes in the
Linux kernel. The processes can be selectively restored after a reboot. Currently, the code requires the user to issue
an explicit process save request. Ideally, this should be automatically done after attempts at transparent recovery have
failed. Choices does not yet include support for processlevel recovery.
The fault model addressed by this recovery technique is
arbitrary OS corruption not affecting user process state and
process recovery code.

Transactional Components

We are currently exploring the use of software transactional memory techniques to provide transaction semantics
to objects representing OS components in Choices. When
an error causes an exception to be raised during a transactional operation on the component, the state of the component can be rolled back by aborting the transaction. The
operation is then re-tried.
We have integrated parts of the RSTM [24] C++ transactional object library into Choices in order to provide transaction support. This is designed to work in conjunction with
isolated components in order to minimize error propagation.
Transaction management is performed by the same wrapper
objects that provide isolation. The wrapper aborts the transaction and rolls-back component state if there is an unhandled exception. We are currently only using the roll-back
capabilities of the RSTM library. Additional benefits such
as multi-threaded and non-blocking execution provided by
RSTM can be potentially used to improve performance, but
are not yet exploited by Choices.
Supporting a transactional model on components incurs
overheads in terms of both space and time. Space overheads are due to the need to store backup copies of component state before transactions commit. Time overheads
arise from the need to perform memory copies and memory management tasks when setting up and committing a
transaction.
This approach is different from component microrebooting because only the current transaction is rolled
back. Micro-rebooting re-initializes the complete internal
state of the component. Depending on the type of component, either micro-rebooting or transaction roll-back can
be deployed. In particular, if the component includes significant state information that will be lost through microrebooting, transactions can be used to ensure that this state
is recovered. Micro-rebooting can be used when the component can tolerate state reinitialization and has negligible
space and time overheads.

4 Evaluation
All of the proposed recovery extensions have been implemented on the Texas Instruments OMAP1610 H2 prototype cellphone hardware [35] and also on a virtual hardware platform based on the ARM Integrator [1] board emulated by the QEMU [4] software. In order to perform some
fault injection studies, we built a fault injector based on
QEMU capable of injecting faults into memory, hardware
registers and raising processor exceptions. In this section,
we describe our experiences with code-reloading, automatic
restarts, watchdog based recovery and transactional components.
5

4.1

Code Reloading

was verified to be correct. In another test, we cause the kernel to crash after allowing a user to open a text editor and
start to type text into it. With watchdog based recovery, the
kernel is able to recover after the processor reset and the
user is able to continue editing the text and is eventually
able to save the file to stable storage. It should be noted
that the recovery is perfect in these cases because the bug
does not corrupt external kernel state. Similar experiments
in Choices also result in complete recovery after a kernel
hang.
We also performed automated fault-injection experiments on Linux and Choices to study their recoverability
from watchdog detected lockups. We measured recovery
rates of about 70% in these experiments. A more detailed
analysis of this study is available in an earlier paper [12].

To test the effectiveness of code-reloading, we injected
100 random memory corruption faults into CRC monitored regions holding Choices interrupt vectors and handling code. This simulates errors due to transient memory
bit-flips or software bugs in drivers. Only one fault is injected in every experiment. 85 faults were corrected by the
periodic CRC checking support, avoiding a possible future
failure. 4 of the faults caused an undefined instruction interrupt and were automatically corrected. Only 11 faults
caused a kernel crash. These crashes occurred because errors were encountered before the periodic (5 seconds) CRC
check could detect and fix the faults. This shows that codereloading is quite effective in reducing the number of faults
that can be attributed to corrupted OS code.
The effectiveness of this technique also depends on the
check interval. A smaller interval between checks can catch
more faults before they cause errors. But, frequent checking results in reduced performance. It may be possible to
adaptively change the period based on the current error rate
and a given performance degradation threshold. This is a
topic for further research.

4.2

4.4

In order to study the effectiveness of transaction support,
we performed random register bit-flip fault injection experiments into isolated test components. Component state was
rolled back correctly in all (100%) of the experiments whenever an exception was raised.
Execution time overhead when compared to using components not using transactions is around 0.05-0.10 milliseconds at a ARM CPU frequency of 96MHz when the size of
the component is less then 1024 bytes. This overhead is due
to memory allocation and copying. Hardware acceleration
can be used to alleviate this overhead [30]. A more comprehensive deployment and study of transactional memory
support is currently in progress.

Automatic Restarts

Automatic process restarts, especially when applied to
critical kernel processes also provide significant improvements in reliability. In a fault injection experiment that was
performed 1000 times, a random processor exception was
introduced while the process dispatcher was running. We
found that automatically restarting the dispatcher resulted in
recovery 78.9% of the time. The failures are due to exceptions being raised during updates to critical data structures,
thus causing irreparable corruption.

4.3

Transactional Components

5 Related Work
There is a plethora of work in hardware and software
fault-tolerance. Fault-tolerance in operating systems has
been studied over several decades [28, 16]. Our recovery
approaches are complementary to a large body of work in
OS error detection using both hardware and software. Language based techniques are used by SafeDrive [37] to detect errors in the Linux kernel. Such techniques are complementary to our approaches and can help reduce error detection latencies. There is also some work in detecting infinite loop errors in OS code using experimental processor
extensions [25]; however, recovery is not addressed. Selfchecking code has been used to detect changes to running
user applications [21].
Arjuna [26] is a middleware system that supports transaction like semantics on objects and thus provides failure
atomicity. Exception handling was however not used in Arjuna as it was not supported by the language at that time.
We support transaction semantics on objects within the OS
kernel.

Watchdog-based Recovery

Our Linux watchdog recovery implementation was
tested by manually writing a device driver that spawns a
buggy kernel thread. The introduced bug causes the thread
to eventually enter into a state in which it enters an infinite loop with interrupts turned off. Without an external
watchdog, this causes the kernel to lock up and hangs the
system. One of our tests consists of a script that runs the
bzip2 decompression algorithm on a compressed file as a
user process and instructs the device driver to spawn the
buggy kernel thread. The decompression is interrupted by
the buggy thread which crashes the kernel. With watchdog based recovery support turned on, the kernel recovers
as soon as the processor is reset and the decompression runs
to completion. In all of our experiments, the decompression
6
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